TOOTHBRUSH STYLE CLEANING BRUSHES

Effective manual cleaning requires using effective manual tools. For removing external gross debris/soil, choose various toothbrush-style cleaning brushes from Key Surgical. Our newest versions feature extra strong nylon bristles. Double-ended or single-ended and angled, these brushes deserve a spot in your sterile processing "toolkit".

“When manually cleaning devices, personnel should use brushes and other cleaning implements intended for use on medical devices”

- ANSI/AAMI ST79:2017, Section 7.6.4.2

ABOUT:
- Extra rigid nylon bristles
- Sturdy plastic handle
- Not made with natural rubber latex
- Reusable

PRODUCT NO.  DESCRIPTION  QUANTITY
N-2200  9.25" long, ergonomic handle  2/pkg
N-2221  6.89" long, double-ended  2/pkg
N-2221-50  50/pkg

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE:

KEYSURGICAL®

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 800.541.7995 OR VISIT KEYSURGICAL.COM